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Taking Shortcuts…
Using LNK files for initial infection and
persistence
This Threat Analysis Report is part of the Purple Team Series. In this series, the
Managed Detection and Response (MDR) and Threat Intelligence teams from the
Cybereason Global Security Operations Center (GSOC) explore widely used attack
techniques, outline how threat actors leverage these techniques, describe how to
reproduce an attack, and report how defenders can detect and prevent these
attacks.

Purple Team Series reports include three sections:

● The red team section creates a version of a known attack method.
● The blue team section describes the attack in detail and introduces real-life

examples.
● The purple team section describes how to detect such attacks.

Key Points
● Widely popular for initial infection and persistence: Due to recent changes

Microsoft has made regarding macro enabled files downloaded from the
internet, the Cybereason GSOC has observed a serious uptick in malwares
being delivered through shortcut files

● Can easily be combined with a variety of attack techniques: The flexibility of
the file format makes it easy to use shortcut files alongside attacks such as
DLL-Sideloading and “Fileless” attack types with PowerShell or Lolbins

● Can be difficult to block: While this is still a binary file type, shortcut files are
benign by themselves. They’re simply a pointer to another resource. Shortcut
files are also a key component of the Windows operating system, making it
impossible to ban them outright.

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/security/internet-macros-blocked
https://www.cybereason.com/blog/threat-analysis-report-dll-side-loading-widely-abused
https://www.cybereason.com/blog/fileless-malware
https://lolbas-project.github.io/
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LNK Files
Also known as a ‘link’ file, the Windows Shortcut File (LNK) is a Windows proprietary
format specification that allows users to create a graphical ‘pointer’ to a file,
command, network share, etc.

LNK files are usually created automatically in the ‘recent files’ or ‘quick access’
section of the Windows Explorer. They can also be created on demand by right
clicking a file and selecting ‘create shortcut’.

Example of creating a shortcut
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Shortcuts can be edited by right clicking on the .LNK file and selecting ‘properties’.
This allows the user to edit the various attributes on the shortcut file such as target,
directory, and icon.

Properties of a LNK file
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RedTeam:Weaponizing LNK Files
In this section, we will cover how LNK files can be leveraged for malware delivery,
from the offensive security perspective.
We will show how to create a LNK file that executes a malicious payload (reverse
shell) and how to use LNK properties to make that persistent on the system.

How Can LNK Files Be Abused?
As mentioned above, shortcut files are really just pointers to another resource. This
makes it very easy to use LNK files to :

● run specific cmd.exe commands
● run a PowerShell ‘one-liner’
● to execute hidden files in a directory.

Another attribute of shortcut files is that even with “Hide Extensions for Known File
Types” disabled, shortcut files never show the “.lnk” extension. This can ease phishing
attacks as the shortcut and the actual file are almost identical in appearance.

Example of shortcut files not showing the “.lnk” extension

Setup
In all of the following demonstrations, we will be using the same Meterpreter payload
as our “malware” - a standard reverse_tcp_listener executable.

Meterpreter Payload Configuration

https://github.com/rapid7/metasploit-framework/blob/master/modules/payloads/stagers/windows/x64/reverse_tcp.rb
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A quick disclaimer in that we’re very well aware using Meterpreter out of the box is
going to create MalOps. What we’re looking for here is a way to look at the actual
behaviors of the various techniques with a platform that is easy to stand up and

work with.

Use-Case 1 : Shortcut File as a Downloader
For our first example, we’re going to take our Meterpreter payload (the file named
N0T_Malware.exe) and host it on a simple python web server -

Meterpreter payload on python web server

Next, we will build the LNK file. When clicked, we want our victimmachine to reach
out to the web server, download the Meterpreter payload into the %TEMP% directory,
and execute the malicious payload, N0T_Malware.exe :
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Malicious LNK file properties

Command executed when LNK is launched
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The LNK file, once executed

Dropped Meterpreter file in the TEMP directory

Confirmed Meterpreter session created
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Use-Case 2 : Persistence with PowerShell

Persistence flow diagram

In this example, we have some sort of access to the victim host and we want to
create a persistence mechanism that will perform the following :

● Check if our Meterpreter payload is still installed on the host
○ If not, download a new copy of the executable and re-execute
○ If present, start the executable

● We want our persistence mechanism to execute each time the user logs into
their machine
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We are going to create a simple PowerShell one-liner that will check for the presence
of our payload in the %TEMP& directory and if it’s not there, a new copy is
downloaded and executed -

Powershell one-liner used for persistence
(new-lines were added to help with visibility)

The original intention was to put this into an LNK file but that will hit the 260
character limit in the GUI. Note that this limitation is only in the GUI. LNK files can
actually handle 4096 characters in the command line argument but this gives us an
opportunity to change up our tactics a little.

Utilizing batch files for command execution is a very common and popular
technique amongst attackers. In our scenario, we will create ‘p.bat’ and copy our
PowerShell one-liner into it. This file will be hosted on the same web server as our
Meterpreter payload. Now, we can add a simple command in the LNK file to
download and execute the batch file.

Powershell one-liner used to download ‘p.bat’ from our remote server

This essentially the exact same command from the ‘Shortcut File as a Downloader’
section. The batch file will execute the original PowerShell one-liner.

Finally, we’ll name the LNK file something innocuous and place it in the Windows
Startup folder as our persistence mechanism. Whenever the user logs in, the LNK file
will execute, downloading and running ‘p.bat’ which will take care of the Meterpreter
payload.

https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/research/17/e/rising-trend-attackers-using-lnk-files-download-malware.html#:~:text=Hidden%20LNK%20commands&text=When%20viewed%2C%20only%20the%20target,command%20line%20applications)%20is%20seen.&text=Our%20tests%20revealed%20that%20the,that%20will%20not%20be%20visible.
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/003/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/003/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1547/001/
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Malicious LNK file named ‘eula’ and placed in the Startup folder
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Use-Case 3 : Using Shortcuts to Execute Hidden
Malicious Files
In our third example, we’re going to use a popular tactic that has been observed in
campaigns with Qbot and IcedID. We are going to create an archive file that will
contain the following:

● Our Meterpreter payload
● Batch file
● LNK file

Everything but the LNK file will be hidden from the user. The flow of the attack will
be :

● User clicks on the LNK file
● LNK file launches batch file
● The batch file will use xcopy to copy the Meterpreter executable into %TEMP%
● The batch file will execute the Meterpreter executable

Attack flow diagram

https://www.cybereason.com/blog/threat-alert-aggressive-qakbot-campaign-and-the-black-basta-ransomware-group-targeting-u.s.-companies
https://www.cybereason.com/blog/threat-analysis-from-icedid-to-domain-compromise
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We will start by creating the batch file. Our batch file is going to use xcopy to copy
our payload to the %TEMP% directory and execute it. Pretty simple. One thing to
note is the ‘/h’ option is important as xcopy does not copy hidden files if this
argument is not set.

Batch file used as part of our execution

We proceed to create the LNK file as we have previously, this time posing as an
employment resume. When executed, it will call our hidden batch file -

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/administration/windows-commands/xcopy
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LNK file executing the hidden batch

Now we just need to mark everything but the LNK as ‘hidden’, zip the archive, and
deliver it to our victim.

Order of operations in our attack
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Tools for Automating Malicious Shortcut Creation
In our examples, we have walked through manually creating LNK files through the
GUI, mainly for simplicity and to demonstrate the various options available. As this
has become a very popular technique for initial entry, attackers are looking to scale
their campaigns and tools. Enter automation…

Lnk_Generator
Our first example, Lnk_Generator, is a simple tool created by Octoberfest7. Start with
running a PowerShell script on a Windows host to create a “template” LNK file :

Source code for “Template_generator.ps1”

Copy the template file to a host with Python installed and run genlnk.py to take the
already configured command you want to run and embed it into the LNK template
file.

Source code for “genlnk.py”

https://github.com/Octoberfest7/lnk_generator
https://twitter.com/Octoberfest73
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Lnk2Pwn
lnk2pwn is a GUI tool used to generate malicious LNK files. It will do the same as
above, except from a graphical interface.

GUI menu for Lnk2Pwn

Example LNK file created

Properties of the example lnk file, matching the arguments set in the GUI

https://github.com/it-gorillaz/lnk2pwn
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EmbedExeLnk
Our last example, EmbedExeLnk, is an interesting proof of concept project created
by x86matthew. As mentioned above, LNK files can be used as a malware
downloader.
In this project, the executable file is actually embedded into the LNK file. This is done
by creating the LNK and appending XOR encrypted executable data to the end of
the file. PowerShell is used to then decrypt and read the data, copy it to %TEMP%,
and execute.

https://www.x86matthew.com/view_post?id=embed_exe_lnk
https://twitter.com/x86matthew
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BlueTeam: Analysis of LNK File Attacks
As mentioned in the key points section of this article, LNK files being used for initial
infection has kind of become the “hot new thing” even though they have been used
as an attack technique going as far back as 2015. In our examples, we will analyze
well known and very pervasive attack campaigns from Astaroth, IcedID and Qbot as
well as looking at the persistence technique employed by Yellow Cockatoo.

Attack Campaigns

Astaroth - Targeting Brazil and Europe after elections (2018)

Flow diagram of the Astaroth infection path

A phishing campaign using election results related lures, the Astarath banking trojan
was initially delivered through the use of archive files containing an LNK. When
clicked, the LNK file executes wmic.exe with the ‘/format’ option and a remote
address to download and execute an XSL (eXtensible Stylesheet Language) file
containing malicious JavaScript.

https://www2.fireeye.com/rs/fireye/images/rpt-apt30.pdf
https://www.cybereason.com/blog/research/information-stealing-malware-targeting-brazil-full-research
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Wmic command example

Qbot - Phishing uses Windows Calculator DLL hijacking to infect
devices(2022)
In the summer of 2022, researcher proxylife discovered and reported that the group
behind the Qbot banking trojan started to deliver ISO files containing the following -

● An LNK file
● A copy of Calc.exe fromWindows 7
● Amalicious version of WindowsCodecs.dll
● A randomly numbered dll that contains Qbot

All files other than the LNK were hidden from the user.

Contents of ISO file

The LNK file loads Calc.exe which attempts to load a legitimate version of
WindowsCodecs.dll, typically found in System32. However, in this case, the attackers
were taking advantage of a DLL hijacking flaw that was present in the Windows 7
version of Calc.exe. This allows the attackers to load their own version of
WindowsCodecs.dll which is in the same directory. This module loads the randomly
numbered dll and executes Qbot.

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/qbot-phishing-uses-windows-calculator-dll-hijacking-to-infect-devices/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/qbot-phishing-uses-windows-calculator-dll-hijacking-to-infect-devices/
https://twitter.com/pr0xylife
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IcedID - From IcedID to Domain Compromise
https://bazaar.abuse.ch/sample/db7cd6d0f75ddf78e0e6e09119d9071df07b50ef3f5289
d474921adba4f35047/

In the fall of 2022, the Cybereason GSOC tracked an IcedID campaign that, similar to
Qbot mentioned above, was delivered through ISO files containing the following -

● LNK
● Hidden directory

Inside the hidden directory, you have -
● Randomly named DLL (IcedID Loader)
● Batch file

The LNK file calls the batch in the hidden directory. The batch file executed xcopy,
which copies the DLL (IcedID Loader) into the %TEMP% directory and executes it
with rundll32.exe.

IcedID Injection Flow

https://www.cybereason.com/blog/threat-analysis-from-icedid-to-domain-compromise
https://bazaar.abuse.ch/sample/db7cd6d0f75ddf78e0e6e09119d9071df07b50ef3f5289d474921adba4f35047/
https://bazaar.abuse.ch/sample/db7cd6d0f75ddf78e0e6e09119d9071df07b50ef3f5289d474921adba4f35047/
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Yellow Cockatoo - LNK Persistence
While LNK files are most commonly used for initial infection and execution, as shown
in our red team example, LNK files are also commonly used for persistence. Yellow
Cockatoo, also known as Jupyter Infostealer and Solarmarker, is a remote access
trojan that was first discovered in May of 2020. As mentioned in Red Canary’s report,
one of the persistence mechanisms used by Yellow Cockatoo was to drop an LNK in
the startup directory. When the user logged into the machine, cmd.exe would be
called to run a PowerShell one-liner that reflectively executes the malware.

Telemetry example from Red Canary

https://redcanary.com/blog/yellow-cockatoo/
https://blog.morphisec.com/jupyter-infostealer-backdoor-introduction
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Analysis of the Red team use-cases
To gain a better understanding of the ‘digital fingerprints’ left behind, this section
will focus on the analyst view of our Red Team use-cases.

Commonalities among the attacks
Because of how LNK files work, the first initial process in any process tree for an LNK
type attack is going to be explorer.exe. This is because whenever you’re creating a
shortcut, you’re creating a pointer that the Windows File Explorer is going to use to
execute the file you’re setting a shortcut on.

One of the challenges to investigating an LNK type of attack is that the process tree
will only show you the following -

LNK execution process tree
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The process tree itself will not call back to the actual LNK file which, as we’ll discover
in one of our examples, can lead to an incomplete remediation and allow the
attacker to continue persisting in the environment. Using explorer.exe as the parent
process for detection can be tricky since, by design, explorer.exe is meant to spawn
many different child processes from aWindows user’s session.

BlueTeam - Shortcut File as a Downloader
In our first and most basic example, we’ll look at the analyst side of an LNK file being
used as a malware downloader. A brief recap of the attack as follows -

● Call cmd.exe
● Call PowerShell
● Download ‘malware’ from remote location to %TEMP% directory
● Execute ‘malware’ from the %TEMP% directory
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The process tree shows us cmd.exe spawning PowerShell and PowerShell spawning
a child process of our ‘malware’.

Process Tree

Process data shows the command line matches from our attacker point of view to
reach out to the remote host and download and execute the ‘malware’ from the
%TEMP% directory.

Command Line example
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Subsequent child processes such as ‘whoami’ and ‘ping’ are recorded in the process
tree as well as children of our ‘n0t_malware.exe’ example.

Process Tree
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BlueTeam - Persistence with PowerShell

This attack places our LNK file in the user’s startup directory so that the attack
executes every time the user logs onto the machine. The LNK calls PowerShell to
download and run a batch file that will once again use PowerShell to check for the
existence of our ‘malware’. If the ‘malware’ is not found, a new copy is downloaded
and executed.

Once again, the process tree gives us a great deal of information in the various pieces
of this attack scenario. This time, there’s a lot more to look at.

Process Tree

Focusing on the command line of the initial cmd.exe execution, we see the
PowerShell request to our remote host to download and execute our ‘p.bat’ file.

Cmd.exe command line
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Another cmd.exe command line shows us the actual execution of the ‘p.bat’ file -

Command line example executing ‘p.bat’

The resulting PowerShell child process shows us the command line we expect to see,
checking to see if our ‘malware’ exists and if not, it downloads and executes a new
copy.

Powershell child process of ‘p.bat’
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BlueTeam - Using Shortcuts to Execute Hidden
Malicious Files
In our final example, we had an archive file that contained an LNK file posing as a
resume document and two hidden files, a batch file and our ‘malware’. Executing the
LNK file launches the batch file which will copy our ‘malware’ to the %TEMP%
directory and execute.

Once again our process tree gives us a pretty clear picture of the process heritage
and the various pieces that need further investigation.

Process Tree

Starting with the first instance of cmd.exe, we see from the command line and
execution of the suspect batch file in the archive -
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Command line that executes ‘cereal_K.bat’

Looking at the command line for xcopy.exe, we see the ‘malware’ being copied into
the %TEMP% directory. Note the ‘/h’ parameter indicating that we’re dealing with a
hidden file.

Xcopy.exe command line

The rest of the process tree shows the execution of our ‘malware’ and any child
processes created through our Meterpreter session.

Process Tree

Like our previous example, we can perform additional queries through the File
Events element to find when the archive was first downloaded to the host and
additional files that may have been executed, (ex - our initial LNK file).
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Query looking for any File Events related to ‘Totally_Legit_Archive’

File Creation Event for ‘totally_legit_archive.zip’

File Creation Event for our malicious LNK

File Creation Event for malicious batch file in the archive
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Static File Analysis of the LNK File Format
In this section, we’ll look at various tools and techniques for static analysis of LNK
files.

We will start with an IcedID LNK sample that is posing as a document file -

IcedID sample in a mounted ISO folder

For this section, you will need :
● A good hexadecimal editor, HxD
● Hashing tool such as HashMyFiles or PowerShell
● Strings
● Exif-Tool
● LECmd

File Hashing For LNK Files
Attempting to calculate the hash for an LNK file has interesting results that can
either be useful or problematic depending on the sample.

With our IcedID sample, attempting to hash the file actually gives us the hash for the
target file that the LNK is configured to launch :

HashMyFiles output for IcedID sample

https://mh-nexus.de/en/hxd/
https://www.nirsoft.net/utils/hash_my_files.html
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/microsoft.powershell.utility/get-filehash?view=powershell-7.3
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/strings
https://exiftool.org/
https://github.com/EricZimmerman/LECmd
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LNK file properties

Hex Editor and Strings Analysis
Dropping the sample into HxD, we can see that the first few bytes of the file shows as
‘4C’ :

Hex output for IcedID LNK sample

When we search for this in a file signature database, we find ‘4C 00 00 00 01 14 02 00’
as the file signature for Windows shortcut files (LNK) and we can see that it matches
the rest of the first few bytes of our sample :

Confirmation of the file signature for the LNK file type
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Running strings against our sample shows additional references that could lead to
the target file name and path :

Strings output for IcedID sample

Exif Analysis
Exif-Tool is a tool used to parse and extract various fields of metadata from a file
sample. Opening our sample with this tool shows several useful pieces of information
such as the file modification, access, and creation times, the target file name, and the
relative path to the target file :

Exif-Tool output for IcedID sample

https://exiftool.org/TagNames/LNK.html
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LECmd
LECmd (aka LNK Explorer) is a command line tool developed by Eric Zimmerman to
parse and decode all of the available data from the LNK file format. Running this
against our fake resume file shows the Modified, Accessed, and Created timestamps,
target file name and arguments, and even the hostname of the machine the LNK file
was created on (depending on the header value):

MAC timestamps

Target file, arguments, comments, and icon information

Originating host information
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PurpleTeam: Detection and Hunting
Strategies
In our final section, we will go over several strategies and configurations that will be
beneficial in the detection and hunting for LNK file attacks.

File Events
Similar to LoLBins, LNK files can be tricky to detect due to a number or reasons -

● The file format is a core component of the Windows operating system
● They are files that aren’t technically malicious by themselves

○ They are pointers to malicious files or commands

To capture the necessary information needed to properly hunt and detect LNK files,
collection of non-executable file events is a must. Having access to this data type
provides additional context in your analysis for a host of use cases including the LNK
file attacks that we’re focusing on here.

When enabled, File Events in the Cybereason platform will collect the following
event types -

● Creation
● Rename / Move
● Deletion

Attack Scenario Example

In our example, we’re going to go back and reference the Persistence with
Powershell example in the Blue Team section.

This attack is an excellent example of one of the main challenges to investigating
LNK attacks. If you were to go strictly off of the process tree information, your
remediation efforts might include killing the process ID related to our ‘malware’ as
well as finding and deleting both the image file and ‘p.bat’. However, nothing in the
process tree or the command lines indicated anything about our LNK file. The next
time the user logs in, the LNK file will execute again and because we’ve built a
remediation tolerance in our PowerShell one-liner, a new copy of our ‘malware’ will
be downloaded and the machine will be infected all over again…

https://www.cybereason.com/blog/threat-hunting-from-lolbins-to-your-crown-jewels
https://nest.cybereason.com/documentation/product-documentation/221/configure-additional-endpoint-data-collections-0#enable-file-event-collection-and-add-exclusions
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If enabled and correctly configured, we can query File Events in the Cybereason
platform that are related to both PowerShell and ‘p.bat’

Query for File Events related to PowerShell and ‘p.bat’
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Here we have the time stamp of the File Creation event for ‘p.bat’. We can use this to
correlate other File Creation events that may have happened around the same time
that we can add to our investigation.

File Creation events for ‘p.bat’
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A Note About Baselining
A key consideration is that enabling File Event collection will significantly increase
the amount of data sent to the Detection Server. Due to this, File Event collection is
disabled by default in the Cybereason platform.

Cybereason recommends reaching out to Support and Customer Success to make
sure that your Detection Server has been properly sized based on your
environment’s performance and retention requirements.

Once properly sized and the feature enabled, we recommend applying this feature
to a small test group to baseline the environment and add the necessary
exclusions in the sensor policy.

Specific Attributes For Hunting

Explorer as the initiating process

In all of our examples, we see Explorer.exe as the first initiating process whenever the
LNK file has been executed. As we’ve mentioned previously, LNK files are simply
pointers for objects such as other files, commands and file shares. The resulting
behavior is that we will always see Explorer.exe as the first initiating process.

Going back to our Persistence with Powershell example, another way we can use File
Events to investigate LNK file attacks is through the Cybereason platform’s built-in
capabilities to relate seemingly unrelated data points.

In one of our earlier command lines, we know there’s a piece in the PowerShell
one-liner with the string “$env:TEMP\p.bat”. We also know that explorer.exe was the
initial process at the top of the process tree. These two pieces of information allows
us to create the following query -
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File Events query example

This query is looking for any File Events with a related process (in this case,
explorer.exe) that also has a child process with a command line that matches our
suspect string mentioned earlier. The results lead us to several files in the startup
directory that should be investigated further, one of these being our malicious LNK
file.

Query results
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Noise Reduction in File Creation Events

Running queries for all File Events related to LNK files can be very noisy. In our
testing environment alone, we have over 2000 events. Most of these are going to be
in the ‘\appdata\roaming\microsoft\windows\recent\’ directory as a common
legitimate use for LNK files is through the use of the ‘Quick Access’ tab in the
Windows File Explorer -

Recent files through the Quick Access tab
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While this is an excellent forensics artifact, it's a bit too noisy for our current use case.
Lets filter that directory out for now -

Filter out the Windows Recent Files directory

In addition, we can add filters for specific file events. As an example, if we were to
focus on only file creation events -

Query to include an additional filter to look for ‘Event type is Create File’

This reduces the total number of events in our test environment to 789.

As mentioned previously, the Cybereason platform has the ability to tie
non-executable files to an ‘owner process’. Just adding this element without a filter
reduces our events to just over 600.
We can reduce even more by focusing on filters specific to the process element such
as time periods, product categories, or process names. We’ve already seen an
example of tying Explorer.exe to an LNK execution. What about 7-Zip?

We’ll add the Owner Process element to our already existing query. We don’t need to
add any additional filters at this point -

https://www.magnetforensics.com/blog/what-is-mru-most-recently-used/
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Owner Process element added to the existing query

Most of the time the product and process names don’t match up and can be difficult
to remember, (Ex - process names for 7-Zip in this demonstration is either 7zfm.exe
or 7zg.exe). The Cybereason platform collects and stores file metadata such as the
‘product name’ in the Image File element.

Let's add the Image File element to our query and this time we’ll add the filter
‘Product Name is 7-Zip’ -
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Adding the Image File element with filter

Going back to the File Event element and running the query shows us several hits of
7-Zip being used for previous tests we’ve conducted in our environment -

LNK file creation events related to 7-Zip

Use this example as a launching pad and template for other ways to query File
Creation events in your environment.

http://<your server
address>/#/s/search?queryString=0<-FileAccessEvent"elementDisplayName:$*.lnk,
ownerProcess:)explorer.exe,fileEventType:%3DFET_CREATE,path:(*recent*"

Other examples could include -
● Filtering for specific ‘problem area’ directories such as Downloads, Desktop,

StartUp, etc and tying those to explorer.exe as the owner process
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● Combine File Events with the Owner User element and add filters for specific
Active Directory groups (ex - Domain Admins)

XCopy Behavior with Hidden Files

Looking at our Using Shortcuts to Execute Hidden Files example, we see that Xcopy
was executed with the ‘/h’ parameter. According to the documentation, this is a
required parameter for our attack scenario as Xcopy does not copy hidden files by
default -

Xcopy documentation fromMicrosoft

Using this information, we’ll start by creating a query that is looking for instances of
Xcopy.exe with the parameter ‘/h’ in the command line -

Xcopy query

In our test environment, this query produced 2 results, both of which are from our
attack scenario.
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Now, that’s all well and good for a test environment, but how does this stack up in a
large production environment? To be blunt, it doesn’t. Using a customer
environment as a test, this query returned over 3000 results in just a 24 hour time
period.

Looking further into the results from our test environment, we can see that a File
Event was recorded when Xcopy created the copy of our ‘malware’ in the %TEMP%
directory -

Recorded File Events from Xcopy

Using this and the previous information we’ve already learned about File Events, we
can create a much more specific query that is looking for file events with ‘temp’ in
the file path and associated with an owner process of Xcopy and ‘/h’ in the command
line.
We can also further tie this down by adding the Parent Process element with a
command line that contains ‘.bat’ :
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Building query pt1

Building query pt2
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Building query pt3

Applying this query to the ‘real-world’ brought our numbers down from the previous
result of 3000+ in a single environment to just over 400 across our entire customer
base. There will still very much be false positives in your own results but combining
this with proper baselines for your organization will make this query all the more
useful.

http://<your server
address>/#/s/search?queryString=1<-FileAccessEvent"path:$*temp*"->ownerProces
s"elementDisplayName:)xcopy.exe,commandLine:$*%2Fh*"->parentProcess"comm
andLine:$*.bat*"&viewDetails=false
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